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A fascinating, darkly funny comeback story of learning to live with a broken mind after a near-
fatal traumatic brain injury—from the acclaimed author of The Hike“Drew Magary has produced
a remarkable account of his journey, one that is filled with terror, tenderness, beauty, and
grace.”—David Grann, bestselling author of Killers of the Flower MoonDrew Magary, fan-favorite
Defector and former Deadspin columnist, is known for his acerbic takes and his surprisingly
nuanced chronicling of his own life. But in The Night the Lights Went Out, he finds himself far out
of his depths. On the night of the 2018 Deadspin Awards, he suffered a mysterious fall that
caused him to smash his head so hard on a cement floor that he cracked his skull in three
places and suffered a catastrophic brain hemorrhage. For two weeks, he remained in a coma.
The world was gone to him, and him to it.In his long recovery from his injury, including
understanding what his family and friends went through as he lay there dying, coming to terms
with his now permanent disabilities, and trying to find some lesson in this cosmic accident, he
leaned on the one sure thing that he knows and that didn't leave him—his writing.Drew takes a
deep dive into what it meant to be a bystander to his own death and figuring out who this new
Drew is: a Drew that doesn't walk as well, doesn't taste or smell or see or hear as well, and a
Drew that is often failing as a husband and a father as he bounces between grumpiness,
irritability, and existential fury. But what's a good comeback story without heartbreak? Eager to
get back what he lost, Drew experiences an awakening of a whole other kind in this incredibly
funny, medically illuminating, and heartfelt memoir.
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BOB MOULD, 2019A NOTE FROM THE AUTHORSome names in this book have been
changed. Many of the details are taken from medical records and interviews, but some are from
my memory. Given that I am diagnosed amnesiac, you’re gonna have to take your chances with
me here.Also, I’ve endeavored to make sure that everything I’ve written about my condition is as
accurate as possible. If you have a problem with the medical details in this book, please call my
office and schedule an appointment so I can have a look at it. I’ll be sure to make you wait fifty
minutes past that appointment time. Please note that I am an out-of-network
author.PROLOGUE1984This was gonna be a legit playdate. No bullshit. Mitch himself had
invited me over personally. I was only in first grade, but that didn’t stop me from being a social
climber. Back in the eighties, you got tagged with that epithet at school if you were unrelentingly
thirsty. But I wanted friends, and I wanted other kids to know that I had them. Was that so wrong?
In my mind, I was clearly different from the social climbers because I DESERVED more friends.
All the other booger eaters deserved their place at the bottom of the grade-school clique system.
Not me. This playdate with Mitch was gonna be my ticket to BMOC status. Kids were gonna
consider themselves lucky to be my friend. They would beg me to come over to their place, and I
would get to play with all of their toys, instead of playing with my own boring crap. I would be the
king of Chicago.So when Mitch asked me over, I pounced on his offer like it was a free Mrs.
Fields cookie. We were gonna be Official Friends, which was a potential stepping-stone to
acquiring more Official Friends. I needed those badly. I was desperate to be liked. This happens
when you’re a first grader, obviously. It also happens when you’re an overweight loudmouth,
which I also was at the time. I was picked last for games of dodgeball and for pretty much
everything else as well. One time, at recess, Brian found a copy of Playboy sitting in a ditch. He
let all the other boys have a look inside but didn’t bother to offer me a turn. I guess he was doing
me a favor, because whenever I saw bare boobs at age seven in a PG movie (just try watching



an eighties PG movie with your kids now; the MPAA was a lot more forgiving back then), it
freaked me out. That didn’t stop dirty little Drew from wishing he had been worthy of a peek
inside an honest-to-God porno mag, though. That desperation to be liked wouldn’t subside for
many, many years.The day arrived. I went over to Mitch’s apartment. I remember one thing that
happened during the playdate and one thing only.We were playing on the couch. If you know
kids, you know that they don’t treat furniture the way normal people treat furniture. You eat off a
dining table; they carve pentagrams into it. You lovingly curate a collection of lamps and pretty
pictures to adorn your side tables; they use those tables for storing Legos, Matchbox cars,
Rubik’s Cubes, and any other shit that they’ve gotten tired of playing with. You sit on a couch. No
child has ever just sat on a couch. A whole new cycle of human evolution will have to pass
before they do. To kids, a couch is a hiding spot, a chaise longue, a fort, a hurdle for show
horses, a garbage can, a trampoline, and whatever the fuck else they feel like making it on a
whim. If this were an ad, I would tell you that a couch is a fantastic blank canvas upon which a
child can color in the farthest reaches of their imagination.But this is not an ad. Mitch and I were
not engaging in some spontaneous Montessori lesson. All we wanted to do was stand on top of
the couch and wrestle. So we did.As in any living room—all of which are uncomfortable and
useless—there was a coffee table stationed in front of the couch, where grown-ups could rest
their drinks and stack unread copies of Time magazine. I didn’t notice this table, or its sharp
corners, until it was too late. Mitch and I were standing on the couch and monkeying around
when I lost my balance and fell backward. No way to break my fall. No way to turn around and
brace myself. The back of my head smashed into one of the corners.I’d had my share of boo-
boos as a kid, but I had never required stitches for anything. I was gonna need stitches for this.
Many of them. I felt something spongy and wet on the back of my head. That’s my brain, I
thought to myself. My brain is coming out of me. When I pulled my hand away, it was drenched in
blood. I had no idea you could bleed that much and not die. A kid at school named Diego once
bragged at lunchtime that he had tasted his own blood and that it tasted like grape juice. I now
had what felt like a gallon of Welch’s running down my wrist.I screamed like a Mack truck drifting
sideways down the highway. Mitch’s face turned whiter than milk. His mom came running into the
room. The playdate was over. I was going to the hospital.My mom came and took me to the
emergency room, where doctors laid me facedown on the bed and held me by my neck to keep
me from moving. I was still screaming. I was not a kid who hid his emotions well. What you saw
and heard from me was precisely what I was feeling. I made enough noise to let everyone in the
OR, and probably greater Chicago, know that I was in shrieking pain. I could hear me. Primal
screams flew out of my mouth, looped around my face, and flew back into my two pristine ears,
scaring me shitless. The pain was the only thing I could hear. The metallic scent of my own
coagulating blood was all I could smell.The doctor begged me to calm down and told me that I
would be all right. My brain was NOT coming out of my head, he assured me. I didn’t believe him.
As far as I was concerned, he had all the credibility of my mom in the driver’s seat telling me that
we were almost at the end of a long road trip. I knew this doctor was lying because he told me,



“I’m going to stitch up your wound. It’ll hurt”—say it with me—“just a little bit.”“Are you gonna use
a needle?” I asked him. I hated needles. I’d had enough splinters before this injury to know that
needles sucked.“Yes, I’ll use a needle.”“I DON’T WANNA SEE IT!”“We’re gonna numb up the
area a little bit and you won’t feel it much.”Again, lies. I felt the whole of the needle puncture my
scalp again and again. Hurt just as much as if he hadn’t used any anesthetic at all. The stitch job
never ended. This was 1984, mind you. Today they could patch up a similar wound in half a
second using Dermabond and surgical tape. But in 1984, I got the Civil War treatment. After an
eternity of stabbing pain the doctor finished his gruesome handiwork and my mom took me
home. At some point along the way, I transitioned from screaming to crying in staccato jags. My
jacket became a bib for quick-spreading tears and snot.Mitch never invited me over again.—
After that, I took notice of tables anytime I encountered them. Mom did, too. We had a linoleum-
covered table in the TV room with corners so sharp they could calve a fucking iceberg. If I ever
got a little rambunctious within a mile of that table, Mom begged me to settle down. I don’t know
why she didn’t just get rid of the thing. It’s not like it was some priceless heirloom from czarist
Russia. I think she got it at Caldor. Regardless, the table stayed, and I avoided it like it was a
stranger with candy.I never played on top of furniture ever again. Mom wouldn’t let me and I
didn’t want to. I remained wary of sharp edges forever after that. When I eventually had kids of
my own, my wife and I made sure all of our tables had rounded corners. Whenever our kids
played at a house that hadn’t been kid-proofed, I went full helicopter dad and monitored them if
they were horsing around near glass furniture or other potential hazards. Then I’d complain
about the setup on the ride home. You see how sharp that table was? That table’s a killer!
Meanwhile, back in the eighties, I grew comfortable with my new battle wound. I liked to touch
the scar. I liked telling other kids the story of how I got it, like I had gotten into a knife fight with a
biker gang. It was just the right kind of scar. An ace up my sleeve. I could bust it out for special,
buzz-cutty occasions, or I could easily keep it hidden. No one ever had to know it was there, or
why.Ineeded a watch and a dog, in that order. It was Christmas and I was finally gonna get off my
ass and buy a few Statement Gifts. Our three kids—Flora, Rudy, and Colin—had been bitching
for a dog for two years. I stoically rebuffed them every time they made the request. I told them,
“I’ll think about it,” which is boilerplate Dad-ese for NO. Interchangeable with “We’ll see” as a
cheap way to buy time while your kids walk away convinced that they’ve still got a chance at
something. If I had said no outright to them, they would have dropped to the ground screaming
and gone into exorcism convulsions, the way all kids do when they’re denied something they
want. Instead, I strung my kids along on the dog matter, like I was distracting them on a walk
through the grocery store candy aisle.I didn’t want a dog. In my mind, I had graduated from
caring for small things. Our three children were no longer babies. I was done with diapers. I was
done with scrubbing Dr. Brown’s formula bottles, breaking each one down into its thirty-seven
constituent parts in the sink so I could pick out mildew from each part using a glorified pipe
cleaner. Never again. I was free. I walked past newborn babies out in the wild and thought to
myself, Oh my God, that baby is so cute! Thank God we’re never ever having one again! In fact, I



voluntarily paid a urologist to cut into my scrotum to ensure we wouldn’t. After my vasectomy
was over, the nurse discharging me told me, “Congratulations! Your family is complete!”
Goddamn right it was, lady. We were finished. There would be five of us and no more.That was
where I stood. I was finished with small-mammal caregiving. Now these kids wanted us to adopt
a fourth, very hairy baby that doesn’t get any smarter and eats dried kangaroo pellets? Fuck no,
man. That would cut into Daddy’s beer time.Of course, the story of any middle-aged dad is the
story of a man vainly attempting to stand his ground while it shifts uncontrollably beneath him.
The children persisted. They swore they’d take care of the dog. They’d feed it. They’d walk it,
even in the rain. They’d housebreak it: a real leap of faith given how many years it took my wife,
Sonia, and me to get those three kids to shit in a regulation toilet. I held firm. No, no, no, no, we’re
good as is. If you guys need something that’s yippy and shits a lot, Colin is right there.Alas, this
was not solely my decision to make. Unlike me, Sonia grew up with a dog, and one day during
the “Can we have a dog?” onslaught, she turned to me and was like, “You know, a dog could be
really good for them.”That was it. Once the kids had Sonia in their pocket, it was all over.My wife,
as you will soon discover, possesses a tenacity that’s far easier to submit to than to push back
against. If she has an idea, she WILL see it through. If she asks me to do something and I take
too long to get started on it for her liking, she bulls ahead and does it herself. The woman is a
goddamn train. She and the kids worked me over as a team until Christmas crept over the
horizon and I could see, with growing clarity, a vision of our kids bounding down the stairs
Christmas morning and being greeted by a sprightly little doggy named Otis or Kirby or Biscuit or
Cerberus wagging his tail and licking their faces.I was in on the dog.Timing-wise, a dog does not
make an ideal Christmas-morning present, especially if you’re intent on adopting one from a
shelter and not from a breeder. You can’t wrap it. You can’t hide it in the basement for a month. If
you bring a dog home late on Christmas Eve and stick it by the tree, it’s not just gonna hang out
there with a cup of hot cider and chill until the sun rises. Instead, this Christmas Eve, Santa wrote
a letter to the kids consecrating the Future Acquisition of Dog. Sonia and I placed the letter on
the living room coffee table—jumping near it not allowed—next to St. Nick’s usual plate of
unfinished, stale cookies. That was their statement present: Dad going from “I’ll think about it” to
“I have finally thought about it.”Meantime, I needed a watch. Sonia and I had been married for
fourteen years and had settled into a place where we rarely, if ever, bothered to buy each other
gifts for any occasion. Not for Christmas. Not for birthdays. Definitely not for Valentine’s Day.
There were a lot of reasons for this, chief among them the fact that we were cheap and lazy. We
knew that we had to save every dollar we earned during the kids’ upbringing so that, once they
turned college age, the nefarious debt lords at BIG UNIVERSITY could extinguish our life
savings in half a second. I worked as a sports blogger for Deadspin at the time: a dream job in
many ways, but not necessarily in salary. I made good money, but not tens of millions of dollars.
So there was no dough available to fritter away on a countertop bread maker or some other
perfunctory Christmas gift that adults get tired of more quickly than children do of their
gifts.Besides, we both preferred homemade gifts from the kids: handprints, notes, pictures of



Transformers that Colin made me print out so he could color them in, sloppy collages, etc. Gifts
like these are living artifacts of your kid’s personality, and of that exact moment in their life, in a
way that nothing from a store can be. I would not be able to remember what Flora was like at age
five without her works from that era. I papered the walls of my home office with all of these gifts,
to remind myself who I really worked for. Years later, I would remove that artwork and replace it
with a single framed, collective art project of theirs that means more to me than anything else I
own.The downside of all that syrupy perspective was that it rendered both Sonia and me
stereotypical “Oh, I don’t need anything” parents who are annoyingly difficult to shop for. For her
part, Sonia enjoyed returning things much more than she enjoyed buying them. So it felt wasteful
to buy each other gifts that would prove either useless or burdensome. Instead, we just bought
shit for ourselves as needed. One time I bought myself a smoker that retroactively became my
Father’s Day gift two months later. I smoked enough ribs to make your heart choke.You can call
this a rut, but it was an awfully comfortable one. Sonia and I were confident in our routine. We
knew each other well enough to know what we needed and when we needed it. There was no
need (or cash) for me to go all out and show up with a fucking Lexus in the driveway on
Christmas morning, a haughty yuppie bow glued to the top of it. I only needed to get Sonia a big
Christmas present if the stars aligned and there was something cool she needed right when the
holidays came around.Luckily for me, her watch had become a piece of shit.—Through the early
years of our marriage, Sonia relied on a Swiss Army watch her parents had given her for her high
school graduation. This watch sucked its battery dry with gluttonous efficiency. She got the
battery swapped out every four months, trudging down to a local watch repair shop that fulfilled
every idea you have in your mind about what a local watch repair shop looks like. You walk in the
door and you’re greeted by the sight of a thousand old clocks and other assorted curios, all
gathering dust. The proprietor, a very nice man, owns a parrot that hangs out on the counter, its
talons long enough to dig a trench across your brain. This is the kind of shop that may or may not
have a portal to a witch’s cottage in the back. An old lady is always waiting in front of you in line,
and she’s never there for a routine watch job. No, no, she came because she needs the pallet
bridge inside an antique pocket watch removed, soaked in gold leaf, buffed to a high gloss,
lacquered in TruCoat, and then reinstalled inside a different watch she got for eight bucks at the
estate sale of a dead neighbor.Sonia would get her battery replaced, wear it home, pray it
stayed alive, and then cry out, “IT’S BROKEN AGAIN!” months later. But she loved the watch, so
much so that she bought me my own Swiss Army watch back in 2000. It was a splurge for her,
given what we were making at the time. She told me after the fact, “I bought that watch because I
was like, This guy is the one. At least, he better be.”I was. We got married in 2002, with matching
watches to boot. When you’re married, you gotta be real careful about matching. If you dress
exactly the same, you look like the stars of a fucking nursery rhyme. Matching watches were a
touch more discreet. People might notice we were wearing the same watch, but we weren’t clad
in identical gingham bonnets or anything. We were a tastefully, harmoniously accessorized
couple.Sadly, I wasn’t long for my watch. I had a terrible habit of losing watches and sunglasses,



so I never bought expensive ones. When I was a kid, my folks got me an Ironman watch, making
me a certified triathlete. I lost it while swimming in the Atlantic. Years after that, they bought me a
nicer watch. A legit watch. That one lasted a few weeks before I bumped against a support beam
in Grand Central station and never saw it again. My mom demanded I go to the Grand Central
lost and found to recover it. Did you know that Grand Central has a lost and found? It’s like going
to a car impound.Now I had a watch that was not only pricey but also a token of Sonia’s love for
me. Her faith in me. I was terrified of losing it. One time its crown came spinning off and I nearly
had a breakdown. Also, I had an iPhone, which made wearing watches redundant.So one night I
left the watch in a drawer in my nightstand and left it there for years, next to a couple of stray
books. The battery inside that watch of mine died. I rarely, if ever, wore it after that. But at least I
knew where it was. It was safe in my drawer. Protected.Now Sonia’s own watch was failing her. I
made a plan. I took Flora aside.“I wanna get Mom a watch for Christmas. Can you help me?”“Do
we need to go to the mall to find it?” Flora loved the mall.“Yeah.”“YES!”Off we went. She was only
ten at the time, but Flora had already become a discerning shopper. When kids are younger than
that, they want you to buy them shit just so that they can have it. But Flora was well past that
stage. She had a few twenties in her wallet but wouldn’t spend her loot on just anything.
Whatever she bought had to fit into her now-established style, which usually involved a hoodie
of some sort. This was the kind of shrewd retail mind I required. My goal was to buy my wife
something that she wouldn’t return, or would return only with pained reluctance.The plan was to
stick exclusively to solar-powered watches. No battery. No trips to the watch store to get one
replaced. No parrot asking for a cracker before it squawks, “YOU’RE FAT!” at you. Flora and I
walked into Macy’s at the local mall and browsed the counter. Do you know how strange it is to
ogle a department store jewelry counter with the actual INTENT to buy something? I felt like a
billionaire. When the woman behind the counter asked me if I needed assistance, I actually said
yes. I never say yes to these people. I normally run away from them screaming, like they’re a
window salesman trying to hand me a flyer.Flora and I found a watch. Tasteful. Elegant. Not
terribly expensive (phew!), and powered by the mighty sun. We took it home and I wrapped it. I
am never in charge of Christmas wrapping in the Magary household. This is less because of my
dadly sloth, though that almost certainly factors in, and more because I am ill-equipped for the
task. There were certain chores that Sonia had banned me from doing because I sucked so
deeply at them. Folding laundry was one. Decorating was another. Wrapping presents was
perhaps my greatest Achilles’ heel. It looks like I did it with my teeth.This time, I cut the paper
cleanly, made atomically precise creases, and taped it together with all the effort and care that
Sonia deserved. Maybe she’d hate the watch, but by God she’d RESPECT the way it had been
lovingly enveloped in a swatch of Target-brand snowman paper.And she did respect it. She still
returned it, of course, but she found another solar-powered beauty at the same Macy’s counter
and in the same price range. I had not gotten her the correct gift, but I had gotten the correct
parameters for a gift. Close enough! Everyone won. I could hear the appreciation in Sonia’s
voice when she opened it that Christmas morning. It was legit. In return, she got me booze. The



perfect default gift. I loved booze and wasn’t fussy about it. No need to ever return any. I think I
got new grill tongs, too. Useful for the Father’s Day smoker.This decidedly romantic gift
exchange between Sonia and me happened well after the kids had rushed downstairs and read
the Dog Letter out loud to one another to confirm what it entailed. Santa also got them some
doggy toys in advance. That way they knew it wasn’t just horseshit.“We’re really getting a dog?”
Rudy asked.“Yeah!” I said.“Can we go get one now?” Flora asked.“Well, nowhere is open right
now. You will have to wait a bit.”That answer was too close to a “We’ll see” for Flora’s taste. She
was not interested in waiting a bit. No more stalling. In an instant, she was on PetConnect
searching for shelter dogs nearby and falling in love with every thumbnail. Within two days, she
had found a couple of adoption candidates that fit all of our criteria. They were small. They were
cute. They had no criminal record. They were relatively close by. So, on New Year’s Eve morning,
we hopped into our white minivan, featuring an exterior made of Tupperware, and drove across
the Potomac to a no-kill shelter in Virginia. I reminded the kids that this was a process. We were
probably gonna have to visit many shelters to find the exact dog we wanted. Another standard
parent move: the pre-letdown. They had no interest in tempering their expectations. They wanted
the new dog that Santa had promised them. Right now.Once inside the shelter, we were greeted
by a squall of locked-up dogs barking with maximum friskiness. They were scared. They were
irritable. They were excited. They were hungry. The place smelled like an armpit factory. We met
a dog on Flora’s list named Cookie. A brown dog. Cookie was kind of a dick. We were
disappointed. Looking for a new dog is like shopping for a car. You hope that the one you had
your eye on turns out to be the one. Cookie was not the one.But Cookie wasn’t the only dog at
the shelter. There were more dogs out in an adjacent play yard, including Carter, whose
thumbnail Flora had also bookmarked. Carter’s profile stated that he was three years old and
potentially a mix of Shih Tzu, Maltese, and poodle. A shitpoo. The copy read: “Carter loves toys.
Did we mention that Carter loves toys? Carter LOVES toys.” Sounded like he’d fit right in with this
lot.More prospective dog owners packed into the shelter to snoop around. We had competition.
One of the workers took us into the yard and there, on the opposite side of a chain-link fence,
was Carter. The worker grabbed him and brought him over to the kids. He sniffed their faces.
They giggled. He licked Colin’s eyelid.“Carter, you’re crazy!”That was it. The kids were playing
with Carter like they had always owned him. We were walking to the office to sign his adoption
papers before I could even process that this was going down.“So I guess we’re getting this dog?”
I asked Sonia.“We’re getting a dog!”“Holy shit.”We paid the adoption fee and bought a care
package for Carter that included a crate, a leash, a harness, and a nine-hundred-pound bag of
dry food that he ended up hating. An old lady walked past the cashier’s desk and asked to see
Carter, but we had already staked our claim to him. I felt awful we beat her, though not awful
enough to give him up.We loaded Carter into our marshmallow van for the half-hour drive back
home. I was worried he’d piss all over the car, but Carter was too freaked out about being driven
to Maryland by a bunch of strange white people to rip out a stream. The doggy adrenaline kept
his walnut bladder in check. The kids voted to keep his shelter name (the shelter rep said he’d



answer to any new name, provided you had a treat in your hand when uttering it). Sonia and I
agreed. Otherwise, the kids would have just fought for a month over what to name him and
landed on something worse, like Huckleturd or something.We got home. Carter bounded into
the house, rocketing toward every toy the kids sent him to fetch. The PetConnect page wasn’t
lying. My man really did love toys. This playdate was going marvelously. We brought Carter
upstairs for his first bath, keeping the water shallow, just like when you wash a newborn. Sonia
used the detachable showerhead to rinse months of captivity off of him. With wet fur, he looked
half his weight. The kids toweled Carter off, stealing a moment to nuzzle against him on every
pass. An hour later, he was presentably fluffy. He smelled fresh, too. He still smelled like a dog,
but that was okay. I liked smelling dogs. Smelling is investigating. Dogs know this innately.
Humans tend to forget the sense’s established purpose.Carter had huge eyes. You couldn’t lie to
those eyes. When he looked at us, it was like he was saying, Hey, the fuck is going on here? We
had all the time in the world to explain it to him. He was one of us. Now our family was complete.
As with having children, the moment you get a dog it seems unfathomable that you ever lived
your life without one.“This truly was the best Christmas ever,” I told the kids. Another standard
dad maneuver. Every Christmas is the best Christmas ever. But this time, I meant it. I had the
dog and the gift receipt for a midrange watch to prove it. The kids nodded in vigorous assent.
And things were only going to get better from here. My luck—our luck, really—promised only
more adventures, more stability, and more rowdy love between the six of us.Two years later, the
solar battery in Sonia’s new watch died. And so did I.I’ll start with what I remember. I was in New
York the night of December 5. I was there with all of my Deadspin co-workers for the Deadspin
Awards at Irving Plaza. These were gag awards we handed out in prestigious categories such as
Ass Team of the Year, and I was the host. Nominees were invited but never attended, which was
how we preferred it. Really, this was a party. I had spent my early career working as an
advertising copywriter, then switched over to writing writing as a full-time job in 2012, when
Deadspin formally added me to its masthead. It was my favorite website in the world, and the
people working there were my favorite people in the world. They were my best friends. I didn’t
wanna live without them.Of course, the majority of them lived in New York, whereas I was now a
family man bunkered down in suburban Maryland with Sonia, the kids, and Carter. My
comfortable rut. Over the course of the decade, Deadspin grew more popular, eventually
averaging tens of millions of unique visitors a month. But all of that success was online. I never
got to see our burgeoning readership, nor many of the colleagues I spent every day with, in
person. So this night wasn’t just some rote off-site meeting. It was a rare moment to see, hear,
feel, and even smell the fruits of my labor: readers packing the hall to see us in person, me
standing up on a stage delivering one-liners à la Stephen Colbert, and me and my colleagues
celebrating in person instead of inside a chat room. It was gonna be a fucking RAGER, man.
Now in my forties, I had to portion out my late nights like they were army rations. This night, I
would get to feast.I was wearing a rented tux but not my watch. Before the show, I FaceTimed
with Sonia to say good night to her and the kids, treating them to a glorious panorama of an at-



the-moment empty ballroom. I don’t remember anything I said to her, and neither does she. All I
remember is that it was a routine check-in. Hey! How are you? Did you guys have a good day at
school? Oh, everything here is great! It’s gonna be a blast. I probably won’t be able to call you
later because this place’ll be too noisy. Love you! I know we exchanged “I love yous” because
that was how we ended every call. This wasn’t a practice I grew up with. But when I was in
college, I noticed that my best friend Howard’s family always said it to each other while goodbye-
ing, because it’s a nice thing to hear from your family, no matter when or if you hear from them
again.So I stole it.—The doors to Irving Plaza opened and ticketholders flooded in to see me,
the rest of the Deadspin staff, and a mascot named Shitty pretend to flush awards down a demo
toilet. The crowd quickly cashed in their drink tickets and got loaded. Their collective excitement
crept into the dressing room, growing stronger as showtime grew closer. I was lying down on the
couch, to preserve my energy and rest my back. I tried to sneak in a nap but the excitement from
outside was too contagious for me to pull one off. I liked it loud. I liked being in the middle of a
bigass commotion, and often being the source of that commotion. I worked every day from
home, where it got noisy only when Rudy and Colin got into a slapping war. I didn’t normally get
to hold court over a room of boisterous adults. So I cherished, with great zeal, the few occasions
I got the opportunity.Other Deadspin staffers went to grab drinks from the bar, but I abstained.
This was rare for me. When I hosted this show in previous years, I always helped myself to a
cocktail or three beforehand. My reasoning was that the booze would loosen me up and help
shake off the nerves. The reality was that I just wanted to drink. Drinking was my preferred hobby.
But I knew I’d be a better host this time around if I wasn’t drinking on the job. Also, I was still
getting over a nasty cold. The only thing I was high on during my monologue was a Z-Pak.The
show went off seamlessly. I made a glorious ass of myself onstage, all in accordance with the
script. The crowd headed for the exits as our time as kings and queens of Irving Plaza came to
an end. I slipped out the back door with my colleague Lauren Theisen and a friend of hers. From
the club, the three of us walked four and a half blocks to a karaoke bar. That’s a short distance as
New York City walks go, except when it’s cold as shit outside and you think the bar is closer than
it actually is. I was looking forward to this after-party, probably more than the original awards
show. I loved singing while getting hammered. I had a whole repertoire of songs in my head that I
was gonna tear through. Would any of my friends enjoy hearing my drunken rendition of “Song 2”
by Blur? No. But that didn’t stop me from thinking they would. I quickened my step.We got to the
bar, where my boss, Megan Greenwell, had rented out a room downstairs. Her husband, Dr.
David Heller, was already belting out “Reptilia” on the karaoke machine when we walked in. A
bucket of beers arrived in our wake, along with the rest of our friends and colleagues. Victor
Jeffreys, who essentially produced the entire awards show, arrived carrying a big stack of pizza
boxes. The person who brings the pizza to the party is always the hero. I warmed up my pipes
with “You Got Lucky,” by Tom Petty, which soon would prove either fitting or ironic, depending
upon your perspective. I have no idea why I picked this song. I had never sung it at a karaoke bar
before. It was just floating through my mind and I grabbed it.There weren’t enough people in the



room yet for me to bring the house down with classic dad rock, but I enjoyed my first turn at the
mic. It was a proper warm-up. I crammed down a slice of pizza for energy, grabbed a well-
deserved Miller Lite, and then walked out of the room into the hallway—a very dark hallway lined
with bare concrete—to take a piss.That’s when I collapsed.The next thing I remember is waking
up in a hospital bed, groggily watching doctors, nurses, and my family as they passed through
my line of vision, seemingly at random. I was in an ICU. No more tux. There were tubes running
out of every part of me, an IV jammed into my wrist, and a CPAP stuffed up my nostrils. I felt
around my head and, yep, there were tubes coming out of there as well. There was also a
catheter inside my penis.I had no idea what was wrong with me. There was no pain emanating
from any specific part of my body. I remembered I was at the karaoke bar and singing my little
song. After that came a great void. The good news was that I knew I was me. I was Drew Magary.
I was married to Sonia. My kids were Flora, Rudy, and Colin. We lived in Maryland. I wrote for a
living. I loved banana pudding. All of that was still there. Check, check, check.I figured that it was
the following day, December 6. My brother Alex’s birthday. I also figured that I had gotten into a
fistfight with someone and lost. I had a train home to catch that morning. Now I’d missed it. Fuck.
And the party! I’d missed the whole goddamn after-party, too. That was even more annoying. I
never got to sing the Blur song! Everyone would have gone WILD for it.A kind nurse clarified the
situation for me. I had not gotten into a fistfight. I had inexplicably fainted in that lounge hallway.
On my way to the ground, I fractured the temporal bone in my skull because, once again, I had
no way to brace myself for the impact. This was the first bone I’d ever broken in my life, and I
picked a fucking doozy. The temporal bone is the hardest bone in the human body. To fracture it,
you usually have to be assaulted, crash your car, or get shot. Or you could fall down and smash
your head against a concrete floor. That might do the trick.Also, the nurse told me, it was not
December 6. It was December 19. I had been in a medically induced coma for two weeks. The
world had gone missing to me, and I to it. I was not here. But everyone I cared about was.—So,
for this part of the story, let me put you in their hands. This is eyewitness testimony from my
friends, my family, my surgeon, and the Deadspinners who rushed to save my life that night.
These are their words, as told to me for this book. Because this is their story as much as it is my
own. I had the luxury to sleep through all of this. They did not.MEGAN GREENWELL (editor in
chief, Deadspin): Before the Deadspin Awards show, you asked for Advil. Either your head or
your back was hurting you.VICTOR JEFFREYS (colleague): You were in your tuxedo before the
show, lying down on the couch. You were definitely quiet. More quiet than usual, maybe.BARRY
PETCHESKY (deputy editor, Deadspin): You were absolutely yourself that night. The pink of
health.HOWARD (my best friend): You were definitely in host mode at the show. You had a few
drinks after, but as someone who’s known you for the better part of twenty-five years, it was
definitely not on the upper end of a big night out for Drew, at least up until that point. You were
high energy, but you weren’t strange at all. You were telling me you were amped up.JESSE (also
my best friend): I had been to a bunch of these Deadspin Awards in the past in shittier locations,
but this was by far the most polished. You were in your tux, laughing it up, basking in the



adulation of the Deadspin crew, lead singer of the rock band, and truly at the height of your
powers.And Howard says to me at one point, “Look at him up there. Aren’t you so proud of
him?”MATT UFFORD (friend, former colleague): I was sad to miss the show because it was
always a pretty good time and a chance to see you in your tuxedo and being the only person
taking the dress code seriously.JESSE: This one guy, long hair with a beard, I think, did give you
a bag of weed candy that his girlfriend made for you. And you were like, “Thanks, man.”Howard
and I look at you, flabbergasted. Howard’s like, “You going to eat those?” And you’re like,
“Probably.” And we’re like, “All right, good luck, man.” You put it in your pocket. You were saving it
for later.I never ended up consuming that weed candy, although I would have eaten it if I’d had
the chance. It was almost certainly still inside the breast pocket of my rental tux when Victor
Jeffreys returned it on my behalf after the accident.CHRIS THOMPSON (writer, Deadspin):
Maybe fifteen minutes after we arrived at the karaoke place, my wife, my sister, and I had a short
interaction with you. You could not string together a sentence. You chugged most of a full beer
and then wandered off. You seemed to go from happy drunk to disconcertingly hammered in a
short period of time, so it seems likely it wasn’t just the alcohol.You and my wife had a brief
exchange where you joked that she’d jumped in front of you in the karaoke order. It was during
this song—maybe two minutes after that exchange, and maybe seven minutes after you’d
chugged the beer—that you collapsed in the hallway.BOBBY SILVERMAN (writer, Daily Beast): I
realized I was down to my last cigarette. So I leave and there was a corridor that separated the
main bar from the karaoke room. I could see a silhouetted figure on the right, standing but using
the wall to stay upright. I walk over, I see you wearing the tuxedo. It was like you were falling
asleep or really tired or inebriated, but I didn’t know. I said something like Hey, Drew, are you
okay? And you said, Yeah, yeah, yeah, I’m fine. Your face was pale. You were very sweaty. I
certainly didn’t see a head injury, but your head was pressed against the back wall. I wouldn’t
have been able to see it.Your eyes were sort of closed. I said to you, I can call a cab. And you
said, No, no, no, no, I’m fine. You also joked about “not being a kid anymore.” And I said, Okay,
man, listen, just take care of yourself.
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goblue9903, “GLORY BOY comes through. Normally Magary is a show horse, but this book is
the product of a work horse.”

Nathan Nipp, “Incredible Story. I had been following Drew for a few years when this happened.
Obviously, I didn't know what happened at first but was very concerned. Later, after he had
recovered somewhat, Drew wrote a post at the old site shortly before it closed with the same title
as this book. So when I saw that he was writing this book, I thought, cool, he'll just expand the
blog post a little. WRONG! Starting fresh, Drew let's us into his life more than ever before as it
almost(kinda) ends & then begins again. I have never come even close to a TBI and I can still
see parts of myself in him. The feeling that the world owes me something. That I have to be
careful with those I love or that their love for me is just some kind of show. Again, WRONG. Drew
shows not just his stubborness and then courage in his recovery, but also that we all could stand
to lean on our loved one and trust they will have our backs, that we can and should put in the
work to be the best us we can be. The people you care about in your life deserve the best you. I
know mine do. Thank you, Drew.”

K. Niemla, “I bought & loved this book knowing nothing about Drew Magary. I had no clue about
the author before reading this book. This Magary fellow seems to have fans who support him
online, but I wasn't one of them. So this review is coming from someone who was pulled in by the
book itself, with no previous knowledge of Drew Magary lore. The book stands alone without it,
and is free of pro sports talk, thank goodness.It's a story about sustaining and recovering from a
brain injury. There's other books like that, but this one feels honest and real. There's no filler in
this book, even when it seems like filler, since it is a book about the preciousness of ordinary life.
Asides with memories and other details are the bread that makes the body of the story, not the
filling. There are references to Covid-19 which will date it later, but it helps frame our current
mindset; hopefully it'll be just a memory for us all in ten years.Magary's voice is colloquial but
complex, moving at a brisk pace without missing the details. His honesty about his shortcomings
is endearing, even when he doesn't mince words about how difficult he can be. His style keeps
things from ever becoming too saccharine, even though it is a very sweet sentimental book.
Magary is the sort of modern evolved male who is unafraid to overtly value love and family.His
choice to use a script format for the time he spent out of consciousness might seem lazy at first,
but it's brilliant. Experiencing their horror and love is more valuable than an interpretation. The
narrative becomes a meta-narrative as Magary discovers things he didn't know by listening to
them, hearing them alongside us. His loved ones become characters in the story speaking in
their own voices, not Magary's, as is their right.I really don't know what attracted me to this book.
Maybe the cover? My interest in stories of transformation and struggle? Either way I'm so glad I
bought this book. On top of enjoying it, I'm also becoming one of those Drew Magary fans. It's



gift that keeps on giving.”

Downeast, “Remarkable. I read the original Deadspin column Drew wrote about the night he
almost died and it was riveting. I’ve had it bookmarked ever since and have reread it several
times…it remains a remarkable, compelling gut-punch.For me, as a result, this book is
something of a sequel. That column was what happened then…this is more about what has
happened since. It’s a great book and having plowed through it in a single day, I plan to reread it
tomorrow to catch more nuance. It’s Drew…the nuance and insight are always there, no matter
how much he likes to pretend he can bury it in fart jokes!Very, very well done, Drew, and I’m so
very glad you’re still out there writing and “unfazed.” :)”

Chris Blomquist, “Enlightening and poignantly funny. Drew Magary invites you on his personal
journey to death's door and back again. Filled with tender recollections from his family and
friends and his own, soul-bearing descriptions, Magary peels back the curtains on his
experience with and recovery from a near-death experience.As someone also afflicted with a
neurological disorder, I empathized with Magary's encapsulation of one's desire to return fully to
the person they once were, while eventually realizing the need to live with the person they are
now.Magary's masterful blend of wit, heartfelt emotion, and educational descriptions of the
human body and mind combine to make this a must-read book about the human experience.”

Ebook Library Reader, “My Favorite Author Almost Died. As a longtime reader of Deadspin and
more recently Defector, I have admired and enjoyed the musings of Drew Magary on all things
sport, particularly the NFL. While at a company party in 2018, Magary suffered a massive brain
injury after (near as anyone can tell) falling in a concrete hallway outside the bar. He was neither
drunk nor stoned, although paramedics initially suspected the former. This book recounts the
harrowing hours and days after the accident, when the possibility of death was very real indeed.
Magary pieces it all together, interviewing friends and colleagues who were there when the
accident happened, and family members who rushed to New York and remained there as Mr.
Magary recovered at Mt. Sinai Hospital. The book contains the humorous writing and anecdotes
found in all of Magary's writing, but I was struck by the tremendous warmth exhibited by the
family and medical staff during a truly crazy time for all involved.”

The book by Drew Magary has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 462 people have provided feedback.
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